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Policy context



Policy base

WHAT IS SKILLS INTELLIGENCE?

Available analysis of aggregated data on 
skills in relation to labour market trends and 
corresponding learning opportunities, which 
can contribute to guidance and counselling, 

recruitment processes, provision of 
education and training, and career paths

Skills Intelligence helps:

to address labour shortages in 
Europe, by enabling to assess 
surpluses and shortages in job 
demand and supply across EU 

countries.

From a Policy 
Perspective

to make informed decisions about 
their career and skills development, 

by providing European citizens with a
clearer picture of skills 

and occupations’ needs across 
different EU countries

From a User 
Perspective

Skills intelligence

Two main policy documents define Europass’ role
in providing information on Skills Intelligence:

SKILLS AGENDA of 2020

To strengthen and disseminate Skills Intelligence, the 
Commission will present skills intelligence information 

tailored to individuals’ needs in Europass. This will assist 
individuals in their study, training and work choices, and 

help counsellors and mentors, inter alia in Public 
Employment Services.

EUROPASS DECISION

Europass shall provide, through an 
online platform, web-based tools for 

skills intelligence as produced by 
relevant Union-level activities and 
agencies within their domains of 

competence.



Job & Skill Trends!



Data related to

OCCUPATIONS COUNTRIES SKILLS

WEB INTELLIGENCE HUB

SKILLS OVATE

ESCO

Provide information on online job 

advertisements (OJAs) for 

different occupation groups across 

EU countries (collected from 

different online job-boards)

Provides information on most relevant 

skills for a certain occupation, based 

on expert data

Data Sources



Demonstration



Upcoming 
improvements



Upcoming improvements

Improved page design and help tips

Better navigation through search results

All the way to start



Upcoming improvements

• Breadcrumb for easier 

navigation between pages

• Possibility to clear search field

• Suggestions based on recent 

searches



Upcoming improvements

Indication of occupations, countries, and skills 
that are relevant for the user based on the 
information they have indicated in their ePortfolio

Personalisation of search results



“
”

Thank you
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